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Keyword Trends
Introduction
Using relevant keywords is very important when it comes to making your product discoverable on amazon and a
well-researched product keyword can be your way to reach top amazon search results. Reverse engineering your
competitor’s keywords can be a good approach to support your choice for the keywords and that’s where our
keyword trend tool comes into picture. It allows you to see the all the keywords that your competitors are using in
their title and product description against the selected sunjoy product. In addition to that, it allows you to see the
strength of that keyword along with a feature to see their performance over time on google trends.

Case study: Sunjoy Metal Arbor with Lantern
For our case study, we took sunjoy product - ‘Sunjoy Metal Arbor with Lantern’ under category ‘Arbor’ into focus.
The product is currently ranked 30,181 on amazon and is one of those products that requires immediate attention.
Steps Involved:
1. Select ‘Arbor’ from the Category
2. Select ‘Sunjoy Metal Arbor with Lantern’ from product menu
3. Post submission, you’ll be able to see a bubble chart as shown in fig. 9

Key Points to Remember
➢ Green Bubble represents the keywords that sunjoy is
using.
➢ Red bubbles represent the keywords that are not being
used by sunjoy but being utilized by its competitors.
➢ Size of bubble reflects the strength of that keyword in
terms of number of times that keyword was used by
competitors as well as sunjoy in their title or product
description.

Fig. 9
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By looking at this chart, we can infer that the following are the most important keywords –
Arbor (18), Garden (15), Arch (10), Wide (5), High (5), Steel (5), lawn (3), plant (3)
The number given here represents the number of times these keywords have been used in the product title. Also,
it gives us an approximate figure of number of competitors that are using these keywords as most of them will use
it only once in their title and will refrain from repeating the same keyword. By doing a double click on these bubble,
you can see the list of competitors that are using these keywords in their product title.

Fig. 10

For our analysis and to check the utility of tool, we tried to compare ‘sunjoy metal arbor with lantern’ (Fig. 11) with
one of its competitor - ‘Go steel garden arch arbor’ (Fig.11) which is making use of keywords- ‘Garden’, ‘Arch’ and
‘Steel’ in its product title. Go arbor also happens to have a better rank than sunjoy which also makes it apt for
comparison.
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Fig. 11

Fig. 12

On looking at the fig. 11 and fig. 12, we can see that ‘Go arbor’ has tried to include keywords in their title which are
very relevant to its product like its size, purpose and utility and they have gone into details without overstuffing the
product title. On the other hand, sunjoy arbor’s appears to be very straightforward and lacks use of significant
keywords which could have helped it to gain more visibility.
Some of keywords suggested by the tool might be irrelevant to a specific model of sunjoy product but many of the
keywords suggested by the tool like in this case – Garden, steel and lawn, which are being used by its competitors
(and by competitors with better rank), can be utilised by sunjoy as it’s also very relevant for its own product.
Although, sunjoy has mentioned ‘garden’ keyword in their product feature but the key difference here is that its
competitors are also using it in their product title which gives them an edge over sunjoy.
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To validate the fact, we also verified its popularity on google trends by clicking on the keyword bubble for the term
‘garden’. As per the graph and figure that we received for the period June 3 – June 9, the term is quite popular with
the score of 90%. Also, in the past 3 months, the score has remained above 80%, which is an indication that using
this keyword in the product title have the potential to improve the visibility of product on amazon.

Fig. 13

By looking at the results, we can conclude that keyword trends tool can help you in your pursuit to identify
popular keywords, which you might be missing out and are being used by the competitors. Making use of these
keywords can help you get better visibility on amazon and thus achieve better rank in the marketplace.

Step by step Instructions on how to use the tool
1. Click on ‘Keyword Trend’ from the top bar and this will bring you to the keyword trend tool page as shown in
the Fig. 1.
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2. Click on category filter/ drop down menu to select the category of item and then select the item from the
product filter for which you want to see the report.

Fig. 2

3. Post submission, a bubble chart will appear on the screen showing all the keywords used by sunjoy as

well as its competitors in its product title on amazon. By default, type filter will have a setting for title.
If user wants to see keywords for product description, it can be done easily by just selecting
‘description’ from the type filter/drop down menu.

Fig. 3
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4.

In bubble chart, green bubble represents the keywords being used by sunjoy as well as its competitors, while,
red bubble represents those keywords that are not being used by sunjoy but is being utilised by its competitors.
The size of the bubble defines the utilization and strength of that keyword I.e. bigger size of the bubble reflects
the fact that more companies are using them in their title or product description. A red bubble with a bigger
size are those keywords which you can utilise in your title or in your product description as they are quite
popular among your competitors, but you are not making use it.

Fig. 4

5. On hovering over the bubble, you will able to see the number of competitors that are using that keyword. For
eg in fig. 5, one can see that garden keyword was used 15 times.

Fig. 5

6. Choose any bubble having the keyword you are interested in and double click on it and you’ll able to see a last
12 months report of google trends. This function can be used for reference and validation and it will also give
you an indication about it popularity over time on google search engine (Fig. 6). Also, you’ll be able to see a
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table consisting of the list of all the competitors that are using that keyword. If you click on the Asin

number of any product, you’ll be redirected to the amazon page of that product.

Fig. 6

Fig. 7

7. On the right side of the screen, you’ll find the ‘Top Products’ button. When you click on it, you’ll be able to see
the competitor’s products and sunjoy product arranged in ascending order of their ranking.
Product

Fig. 8
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